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OWNER'S MANUAL

ZEALOT

ZEALOT 45 ZEALOT 30 ZEALOT CHALK BUCKET ZEALOT CHALK BAG

F22 - UPDATED 08/04

Welcome to Osprey. We pride ourselves on creating the most functional, 
durable and innovative carrying products for your adventures. Please 
refer to this owner’s manual for information on product features, use, 
maintenance, customer service and warranty.
 

+ bluesign® approved main body, accent and 
bottom fabrics
+ GRS-certified recycled main body, accent 
and bottom materials
+ PFAS-free DWR

+ bluesign® approved accent and 
bottom fabrics
+ GRS-certified recycled accent and
bottom materials
+ PFAS-free DWR



ZEALOT 2

OVERVIEW

FEATURES

1 Top load, cinch closure and access to the main compartment
2 Duffel-like front panel main compartment access, with zip mesh   
 pocket organization
3 Durable, protective, compressible foam sidewalls with
 compression straps
4 Side panel zip pocket with key fob
5 Stowaway cinch flap cover and rope carry flap
6 Front panel zip pocket for guide book, maps, etc.
7 Tote-like grab handles near duffel opening for quick and secure   
 shuttling to the next, nearby route
8 Front panel upper attachment loops for belay gloves, GPS/tracker  
 units, water bottle attachment or other small things on the approach
 or at the crag 
+ Included: rope tarp with rope end tie off loops; this also doubles as a  
 “crag deck” to organize gear, dust off your feet as you change your  
 shoes, leave your hat and sunglasses while on route, make a   
 sandwich, etc.
+ Internal side panel zip pocket
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FABRIC

MAIN            bluesign® approved 840D recycled ballistic nylon, PFAS-free DWR 
ACCENT        bluesign® approved 630D recycled high tenacity diamond ripstop nylon,  
        PFAS-free DWR
BOTTOM      bluesign® approved 630D recycled high tenacity diamond ripstop nylon,  
        PFAS-free DWR

PRODUCT PROMISE

It’s not about how hard you climb, but how smart you climb. Built with durable, bluesign® approved recycled ballistic nylon and high tenacity nylon ripstop, the Zealot thrives 
at the gym, on the road or at the crag. An EVA-molded backpanel maximizes comfort on long approaches while intentional organization tames belay gloves, maps, shoes 
and snacks so you find them when you need them and leave with everything that came with you. With two volumes and accessories to support all needs, the Zealot eases 
the journey and helps you stay focused on the climb.

ZEALOT 45
SPECS  S/M   M/L 
Cubic Inches  2624    2746 
Liters  43   45 
Pounds  3.81     3.98   
Kilograms  1.73     1.81  
Inches  22 h x 15 w x 11 d     24 h x 15 w x 11 d 
Centimeters  56 h x 37 w x 29 d     61 h x 37 w x 29 d 

LOAD RANGE  10-30 lb   |   5-13 kg  10-30 lb   |   5-13 kg
ADD-ON               Raincover M   Raincover M



ZEALOT 3

OVERVIEW

FEATURES

1 Roll top closure with vertical zip to expand access and visibility into the  
 main compartment; with adjustable webbing and aluminum hook
2 Large front panel zip compartment to keep gear/gym specific items  
 separate from the everyday compartment – so your chalk and stinky  
 shoes don’t mingle with your laptop or snacks
3 Dual front panel pockets; one with a zipper closure, one open/drop-in
4 Loop for blinky light attachment (light not included)
+ Internal multi-function pocket for laptop or reservoir (never both)
+ Internal org pockets with key fob
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FABRIC

MAIN            bluesign® approved 840D recycled ballistic nylon, PFAS-free DWR 
ACCENT        bluesign® approved 630D recycled high tenacity diamond ripstop nylon,  
        PFAS-free DWR
BOTTOM      bluesign® approved 630D recycled high tenacity diamond ripstop nylon,  
        PFAS-free DWR

ZEALOT 30
SPECS  O/S    
Cubic Inches  1831     
Liters  30    
Pounds  1.96        
Kilograms  0.89        
Inches  19 h x 12 w x 11 d       
Centimeters  49 h x 31 w x 29 d       

LOAD RANGE  5-20 lb   |   2-9 kg  
INCLUDED               16” Laptop Sleeve
ADD-ON               Raincover S



ZEALOT 4

OVERVIEW

SHARED FEATURES

1 Magnetic closure
2 Two zip pockets
3 Roll top with adjustable web and buckle for extra secure closure
4 Unlined interior
5 Elastic loops for either vertical or horizontal bouldering brush carry

SHARED FEATURES

1 Secure cinch closure
2 Soft internal fleece-y liner
3 Adjustable web belt
4 Zip pocket
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FABRIC

ACCENT       bluesign® approved 840D recycled ballistic nylon, PFAS-free DWR
BOTTOM      bluesign® approved 840D recycled ballistic nylon, PFAS-free DWR

FABRIC

ACCENT       bluesign® approved 840D recycled ballistic nylon, PFAS-free DWR
BOTTOM      bluesign® approved 840D recycled ballistic nylon, PFAS-free DWR

ZEALOT CHALK BUCKET
SPECS  O/S    
Cubic Inches  1831     
Liters  30    
Pounds  1.96        
Kilograms  0.89        
Inches  19 h x 12 w x 11 d       
Centimeters  49 h x 31 w x 29 d

ZEALOT CHALK BAG
SPECS  O/S    
Cubic Inches  1831     
Liters  30    
Pounds  1.96        
Kilograms  0.89        
Inches  19 h x 12 w x 11 d       
Centimeters  49 h x 31 w x 29 d



ZEALOT 5

CARRY
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HARNESS
BACKPANEL

BACKPANEL

BACKPANEL

HARNESS

HIPBELT

HIPBELT

HIPBELT

BACKPANEL
45L | 30L
 1   EVA molded backpanel with HDPE framesheet 

delivers durability, comfortable padding and 
structural support

45L
 2 LightWire peripheral frame adds stiffness to  
  support heavier loads without collapse

HARNESS
45L | 30L
 3   EVA foam and spacer mesh with adjustable and 

removable sternum strap

HIPBELT
45L
 4   EVA foam with a zip hipbelt pocket

30L | CHALK BAG
 5   Removable web belt

SIZING / FIT
ZEALOT 45

TORSO        S/M  14-17 in. / 35.5-43 cm
          M/L  17-21 in. / 43-53 cm

ZEALOT 30

TORSO        O/S  16-20 in. / 40.5-51 cm



ZEALOT 6

FEATURE DETAILS & INSTRUCTIONS

ADJUSTABLE STERNUM STRAP 
30 L | 45 L 

1 To remove or reposition the sternum strap, push the strap through the loop and  
 twist the toggle sideways to pass under the webbing loop on the shoulder   
 strap. 
2 To reposition, slide the toggle under the desired loop on the harness and twist   
 to lock the strap in the new position.

DUAL ACCESS MAIN COMPARTMENT  
45 L  

A dual-access main compartment combines the simple loading of a top loader 
with the great access and organization of a duffel. 
The top access is stiffened with foam to prevent collapse while loading, which 
can be done quickly though the large opening.  
1 Use the drawcord cinch to open and close the skirt smoothly.
2 To open the skirt, hold the webbing loop at the front of the skirt in one hand,   
 grasp the web tab on the plastic cordlock and pull.
3 To tighten, pull on the cord with one hand while holding the web tab on the   
 plastic cordlock with the other. 
 + This reduces friction and makes the skirt easier to cinch down, with less   
  wear on the cord.
Duffel access is provided through a large U-zip opening in the front panel. 
Zipping away the panel gives a clear view of the main compartment and direct 
access to main compartment pocketing.
+ The zippered pocket on the sidewall is perfect for keeping smaller items   
 organized and reachable.
+ The large mesh pocket on the inner front panel stores the included rope   
 tarp.  If the tarp is being used to wrap the rope in the pack, the pocket is   
 available for additional storage.

RESERVOIR SLEEVE
30 L | 45 L 

The dedicated sleeve provides easy loading/unloading of a Hydraulics® reservoir 
up to 3L (sold separately).
+ An internal hanging loop with buckle ensures proper vertical orientation and   
 stability.
+ The backpanel hydration exit port is centered allowing routing to the right or   
 left side of the harness.
+ Elasticized routing straps on the right or left side of the pack’s harness hold the  
 reservoir hose in place.
The Zealot 35 reservoir sleeve doubles as a 16” laptop sleeve. Never store a 
reservoir and laptop at the same time. 

FLAP COVER/ROPE CARRY
45 L 

A small, tuckaway fabric cover provides 
compression, protection and stability when 
needed.
+ Locate the fabric cover inside the hidden   
 pocket, sewn into the cinch skirt at the   
 top of the pack.
+ Drape your flaked rope, helmet or other   
 items over the cinched skirt and secure   
 the flap over top using the plastic buckle   
 attachment points, just above each   
 shoulder strap.
+ Tighten to secure.
+ When not needed, stuff the flap back into  
 the hidden pocket of the cinch closure’s   
 skirt.

ROPE TARP
45 L 

The included rope tarp offers a generous 
footprint for protecting your rope, changing 
shoes, organizing gear, etc.
+ The rope tarp comes folded up in the   
 internal pocket on the inner front panel.
+ Dual tie-off loops on the corners of the rope  
 tarp help keep rope ends sorted.
+ A webbing wrap strap allows the tarp to be  
 folded/rolled up around gear and secured  
 with the aluminum buckle to repack quickly  
 or easily transport to the next climb over.



ZEALOT 7

FEATURE DETAILS & INSTRUCTIONS
EXTERNAL ZIPPERED STORAGE 
45 L 

+ The sidewall pocket features a clip to secure  
 keys or a pocket knife and is tall enough for a  
 water bottle.
+ The pocket on the upper front panel is sized  
 for maps and guidebooks, keeping these   
 essentials readily available.

DUAL-CLOSURE CHALK COMPARTMENT  
CHALK BUCKET  

The Zealot Chalk Bucket features two closure modes for convenience at the crag 
and security for transport.
+ Three sewn-in magnets seal the chalk compartment to prevent spills, while   
 still keeping chalk accessible in a bouldering environment.
+ The web strap and buckle will secure the bag for transport.  
 - Seal the bag at the magnets. 
 - Roll the top down on the side with the Osprey logo and connect the   
  buckle on the around the other side of the bag. This will hold the   
  bag closed.   
 - The web strap also serves as a convenient carry handle.

MAIN COMPARTMENT ROLL TOP ACCESS
30 L 

Roll top closure allows for flexible volume so you can secure a light load or stretch 
the capacity with overpacking.
+ Use the vertical zipper on the front panel to increase access to the pack’s   
 contents. Zip it back up when rolling the closure shut.
+ Once zipped, pinch the mouth of the roll closure together and roll it down over  
 itself.
+ Seal the roll closure with the aluminum buckle, which connects to a small web  
 loop at the top of the backpanel. Tighten to stabilize and secure the closure.
 The main compartment contains a multifunctional organization pocket with a  
 key clip.

FRONT PANEL POCKETS
30 L 

Two additional organization pockets are available 
on the front panel, located on either side of the 
vertical zip.
+ The open front pocket is perfect for a water  
 bottle, while the zip version on the other side  
 keeps small items at hand, but secure.

DUAL ZIP POCKETS
CHALK BUCKET 

Two zip pockets towards the base of the bag 
provide easy storage for small climb essentials. 
The pocket to the front of the bag, just above the 
logo, also features a secure key clip.

BOULDERING BRUSH LOOPS
CHALK BUCKET | CHALK BAG 

Elastic loop(s) are perfect for carrying a 
bouldering brush for polishing off scrappy crimps 
and handholds. Simply slide the handle of the 
brush through the loop and climb on.

FRONT PANEL COMPARTMENT
30 L 

This pack features a versatile, large central 
pocket with full length vertical zipper that is sized 
for shoes, harness, chalk bag or other essentials, 
allowing them to be kept separate from the rest 
of the pack’s contents.
+ The triangular top to the pocket serves to  
 create a compression panel that can be   
 secured with the web strap; perfect for   
 carrying a rope to the crag or stashing a   
 jacket when the day warms up.

SECURE CINCH CLOSURE
CHALK BAG 

A cinch closure helps prevent plumes of chalk 
from escaping your chalk bag when on belay or 
at the car.

For more information on this and other products, pack care, how to pack your pack,  
our lifetime guarantee, or to contact Osprey customer service, visit osprey.com.


